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vengeance producer suite: philta xl (cm edition) has got 2 tempo synced lfos eith with 5 lfo shapes
and it has also got 2 envelope follower with variable source frequency. it has been equipped with
some high quality output limiter taken from multiband compressor. all of the parameters can be

automated with the host. it is considerd as an astonishing plugin which is equipped with band pass
and notch mode and variable filter resonance width. dance music has always been about the

imagination and sensibilities. s&hs universeis so vast, you can get almost every genre into this pack
(minimal, dubstep, techstep, fast, slow, ac/dc, hiphop, trance, rock or house). vengeance sound isn't

only a pack of presets; it is the key to unlock your imagination. they let you enhance the
atmospheres, build up the energy and live within. and when you are ready to go, you can take this
magical world inside you as a full world of sounds. they came to your rescue! vengeance sound is

the key to dance music, so what else would you expect from the man who has created soundbanks
like '8 dimensions' or 'future spectrum'? vengeance sound is in every pack and single loop you buy.
they want your productions to be real and free from limiting presets. with their 'impact' feature, you

can create real top sounds that your ears will adore! if you get control over every aspect of your
audio, your music will be full of colour, dynamics, extended lengths and even emotional impacts.

astonish your friends with the wonderful sounds of the universe 2! the universe 2 is a 7-day dream, a
six element journey into the cosmos which becomes visible for you by playing with the 5 different

fine-tune parameters. while you are listening, the universe will open up in its 4 different dimensions.
it is a personal constellation of real-world sounds from different sources. all the universe presets are

set to 1500 bpm. this pack has a high dynamic to filter the amazing orchestral sounds. after you
have put the universe on, you can place it anywhere in your daw. you will then be ready to set your

imaginations free with over 300 presets to create your own house of stars.
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we've worked long and hard to produce a sound library unlike anything else in the market. a sound
that's evolved from our own personal taste, made to combine sounds and techniques we've used

over the years to great effect. we're very proud of it, and hope you'll find the experience rewarding.
we believe metrum has one of the deepest and most comprehensive sets of timbres available

anywhere on the market today. designed from the ground up for all manner of music, all genres, this
super-diverse sound bank will help you create sound worlds that exceed your expectations. metrum
is the only sound library to feature a comprehensive library of 5.1 surround ambience presets, too.

we've taken care to make sure that everything is as natural and organic as possible - nothing cheesy
here. aj, the manager of the vengeance sound team, set out to create something new - a sound

library that would complement the existing vengeance sound banks, yet also included more sounds
than any other sound library. with technology and sound sets being the buzzwords of today's

producer, most sound libraries represent a collection of samplers and synthesizers. vengeance
producer suite is a collection of real synth sounds, both analogue and digital, as well as custom-built
synths. we've also taken care to provide an authentic, 'live' drum set for each synth, so you can have

some up-to-date-sounding hardware in your daw. and, we've taken care to provide all sounds in
pristine quality so that they are ready to use right away. every sound in this library has been

designed to give you the flexibility to create your own signature sound. vengeance producer suite
also features unique features you'll not find anywhere else including a host of professional effects, all

seamlessly included in one easy-to-use effects rack. and all of the effects in vengeance producer
suite have been assigned key areas allowing you to save time and effort. 5ec8ef588b
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